
 
Swallows and Amazons 

Chapter 18 

Titty has been left alone on the island while the Swallow crew have set off along the river heading 

for Rio. She is pretending to be Robinson Crusoe - he is a character from a book she has read about a 

sailor being shipwrecked on a deserted island.  

 

1. Look on page 199, what does the phrase `it was still a very Susanish tent` suggest? That the tent 

had a lot of Susan’s belongings in it.  

2. Look on page 200, how does Titty`s feelings change in this part of the story? Use evidence to 

support your answer.  

 At first, Titty felt alone on the island and listened to the natural sounds which would not usually be 

noticed with the Swallow crew around, but then she is startled and becomes intrigued by the 

chugging of a steamer on its way down to the lake.  

3. Look on page 201, which word is closest in meaning to `prune/ pruning?`  

A. rub  

B. trim  

C. fold  

4a.What did Titty wish for? To be with the Swallow crew.  

4b.What did Titty hope for on the Swallows’ return? She hoped that they would return with the 

Amazon crew`s boat.  

5. Why did Titty want to remain on the island? She wanted the whole island to herself.  

6. What is a dipper? A bird.  

7. Why should Titty be at the look-out place and not lying on the harbour?  

Because she should be guarding the island against an attack.  

8. Why is Titty surprised when she returns to the camp? Use evidence to support your answer.  

She is no longer alone on the island. There was a rowing boat with its nose pulled up on to the 

beach.  

9. Who was on the island? Mother.  

10. Why did mother say` Hullo, Robinson Crusoe` and not `Hullo, Titty`?  

Because mother understood from Titty`s welcome that she was pretending to be the character 

`Robinson Crusoe` and she played along.  

11. Why did mother visit the island so soon? She had a message for Captain John.  



 

12. Who is `Man Friday`? A character from a book Titty has read who mum is pretending to be.  

13. Look on page 206, what did Titty tell mother about?  

 The snack in the cigar-box that had been kept by the charcoal-burners.  

 The dipper and how it bobbed at her.  

 

14. What did mother want to talk to Captain John about? Mother was concerned about John. She 

wanted to ask him if he wanted her to write a letter to Mrs. Blackett to ask her to let her brother 

know that John had never touched his boat.  

15. How does Titty feel at the end of this chapter? Titty has enjoyed mother’s company on the island 

and would happily return home with mother as the thought of being left alone again saddens her, 

but then she remembers her duty of lighting the lanterns to guide the Swallows home and how she 

is in charge of the camp.  

 

 

 

 

 


